Case Study
Industry
Food procurement and Logistics

WorkTime Cloud Free Employee
Monitoring Software Successfully
Monitors Remote Employees
“WorkTime Cloud Free has assisted us to supervise
the working discipline of our remote employees.” –
The Management.

Country
England

Amount of Remote Employees
15 Employees

Issue/Challenge
Remote staff who works in different shifts
monitoring for free

Solution
WorkTime Cloud Free

Result
Remote employees better supervision and
the company remit growth

OVERVIEW

SOLUTION

Privately owned food processing business in the UK, Kent, delivers fruit
and vegetables to UK supermarkets from other countries, providing low
cost goods to retail chains so that they can pass on these savings to
English customers. Sourcing from a number of European countries, the
food delivery company manages its staff spread over 5 sites, including
remote employees located in Poland and Ukraine. To save
supermarkets’ customer money, the company keeps the strategy on
lowering the costs of its produce shipping, the remote HR account being
a vital item in the balance sheet.

The food processing business management decided to apply WorkTime
Cloud Free employee monitoring software developed by NesterSoft Inc.,
to monitor their remote employees. This cloud based software tracks
employees’ productivity offering 100% free monitoring for up to 15
users, including attendance track, websites blocking, software use
monitoring, etc.

CONCERN
The remote staff ensures the produce logistics during varied day- and
night-shifts. The food procurement and logistics company dealing with
fruit and vegetables, the freshness of the produce is tightly linked with
the productivity of the remote employees. The need to maintain a lowcost HR supervision and simultaneously monitor the remote employees
efficiently, - has been the biggest concern of the business management.

RESULT
As the result, the remit of the food delivery company continues to grow.
Being aware about their computer activities monitoring, the remote
employees show better self-organization now and perform more
efficiently: logistic routes are handled accurately and the European
itineraries’ drivers have 24/7 support from the remote logistics team.
Moreover, WorkTime Cloud Free has equipped the management to
supervise the remote staff without the need for a special IT expert, as
there is no requirement to perform any complicated installations or
maintenance for this cloud-based monitoring solution, which is free of
charge (same as the provider’s server use).

THE USE
In 3 easy steps, that are: create account-install the monitoring agent-watch reports, the management started to monitor the food business’ remote staff
with WorkTime Cloud Free. No more attendance questions have arisen, as the software tracks Windows events (login/logout time and others), as well as
the productivity has been increased by monitoring visited URLs and software used and ensuring the staff is business-oriented during its shifts. Now the
company plans to apply WorkTime Cloud with its 70+ reports accessible from the web for the rest of the company.
“WorkTime Cloud Free has assisted us to supervise the working discipline of our remote staff, 15 employees in general. The monitoring consumes neither
any additional costs, nor there is a requirement to be an IT pro to use the monitoring reports! We’ve suggested the business owner to apply the
monitoring software to the rest of the company to continue its stable productivity growth.” – The managerial team of food procurement and logistics
business shares its WorkTime Cloud Free employee monitoring experience.

ABOUT WorkTime Cloud Free
WorkTime Cloud Free, employee and computer monitoring software, is
developed to increase the business productivity of its users. To facilitate
the business efficiency of small teams up to 15 employees, a free
employee monitoring software service is launched in WorkTime Cloud
Free.

ABOUT NesterSoft Inc.
NesterSoft Inc., a provider of WorkTime employee and computer
monitoring software, has been specializing in a respectful employee
computer monitoring software development for more than 15 years,
since the year of 1998.

CONTACT
www.worktime.com | 1-877-717 –TIME | info@worktime.com
WorkTime is a registered trademark of NesterSoft Inc. All other product names and trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

